Literacy
• We will be reading and writing
the following text types during
topic work:
– Information books-non fiction
– Stories with familiar settings
• Daily phonics work will be
based on Letters and sounds
phases 2, 3, 4 & 5 (this depends
on the phonics group that each
child is in)

Science

ICT

-Investigate the best materials for various toys-old and new toys
-To ask simple questions and perform simple tests to answer
them.

- To find and use pictures on the web on
life now and then
- Group images on the basis of a binary
question
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- Organise images in a document
- Resize images
-draw old and new toys using a paint
program

History

Art and DT

Time Detectives

- To draw portraits in the style of a
past era
- To create a collage
- To learn about the artist Jackson

- To use common words relating
to passing of time linked to toys
- To identify similarities and
differences between ways of life
within living memory
- To order chronologically images
to show changes over time

Pollock
Dance
To explore movement ideas

- To sketch toys from the past
- To design and make a toy car
- To create a toy from the past

Year 1

to create a dance of toys set in
a toy shop

Numeracy

Music
-To explore pulse and
rhythm

Count forward and back to and across 100; be able to read and write
numbers to 100 in numerals; count in multiples of 2, 5 and 10; identify
1 more and 1 less; interpret addition and subtraction number
sentences; know addition and subtraction number facts within 20; solve
1 step word problems; recognise and find half and a quarter of objects,
shapes and numbers; measure the length, mass and capacity of objects;
measure time and tell the time to the hour and half past; recognise the
value of different coins and notes; sequence events in chronological
order; recognise language related to days, weeks, months and years;
recognise and name common 2D and 3D shapes; describe the position,
directions and movements of objects.

Non topic
based
subjects

RE
- To learn the importance of
holy days and symbols
- To understand the

PE

significance of Easter for

Games- Toys

Christians

machine dance
Athletics skills
Outdoor ball
games

PSHE & SEAL
Relationships – To recognise their
own and others’ feelings

